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NPD: THE ONLINE GENERATION PREFERS STORES
  Generation Z may be the first generation to have grown up 
with cellphones and laptops, but that doesn’t mean they’ll do 
their holiday shopping online.
  The young generation is less likely than millennials and 
Generation X to shop online, according to a report from The 
NPD Group based on online surveys of 3,485 consumers in 
September.
  This is in part due to the younger generation’s lack 
of credit cards and funds, as well as how they see 
shopping as a form of entertainment, said Marshal 
Cohen, chief industry advisor of The NPD Group.
  “College students are coming home, and now 
they have the opportunity to shop with either family 
or friends,” Cohen tells CNBC. “The mall isn’t just 
about shopping.” He added that they like to use the 
mall as a spot to hang out and grab a bite to eat.
  Younger shoppers are also still in “discovery mode,” said 
Stephanie Wissink, a Jefferies analyst. They’re still forming 
their opinion on brands. “The discovery process in stores is 
a lot more immersive,” Wissink said. “The trial, the try on, the 
socialization of having others shopping with you.”
  The oldest Gen Z-ers are 18 to 22 years old, and are starting 
to earn and spend their own money. Although they plan to 
spend the least of all generations, a third of them plan to 
spend more this year than last. About a third of them also 
plan to start shopping on Black Friday — the highest of all 
the generations.
  The preference of these young shoppers to head to physical 
shops is good news for brick-and-mortar stores, which 
have been struggling recently due to price competition and 
e-commerce investments. Ahead of Halloween last month, 
costume shoppers ditched brick-and-mortar stores for 
online options, with Amazon getting 85 percent of sales in 
the online costume market, according to 1010data’s eCom 
Market Benchmark report.
  The majority of millennials, ages 23 to 38, will shop online, 
NPD found. More than 20 percent of millennials will start 
holiday shopping on Black Friday 
— second only to Gen Z-ers. 
Millennials are more likely than 
all other generations to shop at 
dollar stores (19%) and purchase 
electronics (46%).
  Despite having fewer people than 
either Gen Z or the millennials, 
Generation X shoppers, ages 39 
to 54, could make a big difference 
this year. The often-overlooked 
group plans to spend more than 
all the other generations. Gen X 
shoppers are the most likely to 
buy clothing and accessories at 68

(Continued on Page 3)

GEN Z HEADING TO THE MALL FOR HOLIDAY SHOPPING
ADVERTISER NEWS
  Nike says it will stop selling its clothes and sneakers directly 
to Amazon.com, an about-face for the sportswear brand, 
Bloomberg News reports. The sneaker giant agreed in 2017 
to sell products to Amazon in exchange for stricter policing of 
counterfeits and restrictions on unsanctioned sales. It was 
part of Amazon’s effort to court big fashion brands to sell their 

products through its website. In a statement, Nike 
said it has decided to focus on its direct business, 
though it will continue to seek partnerships with other 
retailers and platforms... Dean Foods, the largest 
milk producer in the U.S., has filed for bankruptcy 
as a result of an ongoing decline in the conventional 
whole milk category, CNN reports. The 94-year-old 
company has seen its share price fall 80 percent this 
year... Starbucks’ new Reserve Roastery store 

opening tomorrow in Chicago will measure 35,000 square 
feet, span five floors and will include three coffee bars, one 
cocktail bar and an artisan bakery and cafe. CNBC says the 
location on Michigan Avenue will be Starbucks’ largest store 
to date... Carl’s Jr. once defended its suggestive advertising 
campaigns with a statement that read: “We believe in putting 
hot models in our commercials, because ugly ones don’t sell 
burgers.” But the chain’s new commercials will feature its 
food, according to CEO Chad Crawford, reports The New 
York Times... Discount grocer Aldi, which operates more 
than 1,900 stores in 36 U.S. states, is now delivering beer 
and wine nationwide, in accordance with state and local laws. 
Chain Store Age reports Aldi is providing alcoholic beverage 
delivery via the Instacart on-demand delivery platform, in 
as little as one hour. Since Aldi began grocery delivery with 
Instacart in 2017, the retailer has increased the number of 
locations offering delivery to nearly all U.S. stores... Chipotle 
Mexican Grill will keep carne asada on the menu into the 
first quarter of next year, the company said. The September 
launch of the premium beef cut has brought new customers to 
the chain, and Chipotle is considering making it a permanent 
menu item, according to CEO Brian Niccol.
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AVAILS
  KABB (FOX) and WOAI (NBC) in San Antonio 
seek enthusiastic, highly motivated Digital Marketing 
Consultants. We’re looking for individuals to focus on 
driving revenue by selling digital media solutions to new and 
existing clients. The ideal candidate will have an outgoing 
personality, be fearless when making cold calls and excel at 
setting appointments and closing sales. If you have a passion 
for everything digital and are highly self-motivated to achieve 
success, this is the role for you! CLICK HERE for more info 
or to apply now. EOE.

  Research Director, Phoenix: Want 
a chance to use your skills beyond 
cranking out one sheets? Do you need to 
get creative to get out of the research rut? 
How about the added bonus of sunshine 
year-round, lush golf courses and 
amazing gardens? We need the best and 
brightest for these Meredith stations to 
find strengths and opportunities – a fresh 
set of eyes to take the sales research 
from routine to extraordinary and to find 
the hidden stories in news research 

data. Want to become part of the Meredith team? Qualified 
candidates should apply online at Meredith.com.
  TrustDALE has an opening for an investigative journalist 
in Atlanta. If you’re tired of churning stories every night to 
meet a deadline then this is a great alternative! 
Our goal is to tell a story and get a resolution 
for consumers who have been harmed by 
dishonest companies. We’re looking for a 
candidate with 3-5 years’ experience in story 
development and research. The right candidate 
will be able to shoot, edit and write stories for TrustDALE 
media platforms, including our television program, social 
media and YouTube. Resume to Laura@trustdale.com.

See your ad here tomorrow! CLICK HERE for details.

MOFFETT: vMVPDs SEEING SLOWING GROWTH
  New virtual pay TV providers continue to see rising prices, 
generally higher than a year and a half ago. And that is 
slowing down the growth of the business, Television News 
Daily reports.
  Monthly packages now cost anywhere from $45 to $50 
per month, an increase of about 50 percent from the $30- 
to $35-per-month levels, according to MoffettNathanson 
Research. All this has meant a slowdown in growth of 
vMVPDs, or virtual multichannel video program distributors.
  Craig Moffett, senior research analyst, MoffettNathanson 
Research, sees “the conversion rate of traditional losses 
[from cable, satellite, telco services] to vMVPDs falling to an 
estimated 40 percent over the last 12 months.”
  Moffett estimates total new vMVPD net subscriber additions 
will rise 584,000 in the third quarter to total 8.9 million, up 
from 8.4 million in the second quarter. Traditional pay TV 
services (cable, satellite, telco) in the third quarter were at 
1.8 million, now totaling 84.5 million subscribers, down 6.2 
percent from the third quarter a year ago.
  The better-performing vMVPD services, he said, are those 
that have maintained low prices, like Sling TV and Hulu + 
Live TV.

NETWORK NEWS
  Television viewers flocked to the showdown between LSU 
and Alabama over the weekend, making it the top-rated 
regular season college football game in eight years. Nielsen 
said 16.6 million people watched the game late Saturday 
afternoon on CBS, as LSU held off the Tide’s late charge. At 
7 PM (ET), just before its conclusion, the audience topped 
20 million people. Similarly, the 6.7 million people who 
watched Minnesota beat Penn State earlier in the day was 
a winner for ABC. It was the network’s biggest audience 
for a noon college football game in three years. It was 
particularly appealing to Minnesota fans; 
the rating for the game was the highest 
in Minneapolis of any college game 
since at least 2000, when the market 
ratings became available, Nielsen said... 
Fox Corp.’s station group has renewed 
25 Words or Less, a new game show 
hosted and produced by Meredith 
Vieira, for a second season. Divorce 
Court will also be back for a 22nd year 
and Dish Nation for its ninth. Fox’s 
station unit has 28 full-power stations in 
markets, including nine of the top 10 largest in the U.S. In 
addition to serving as key strategic platforms for promoting 
sports and primetime programming, the stations also are 
valuable real estate in syndication, Deadline says... NBC has 
handed a put pilot commitment to a single-camera comedy 
starring British writer-comedian and TV presenter London 
Hughes. Penned by Hughes and Insecure co-creator Larry 
Wilmore, the untitled comedy, clearly influenced by Hughes’ 
experience as an English woman in America, centers on 
London Jones (Hughes), who after getting dumped by her 
boyfriend in England comes to America to find success, 
herself and maybe even love... ABC has greenlighted surfing 
competition reality series Ultimate Surfer, headlined by 11-
time World Surf League champion Kelly Slater. The eight-
episode series will feature top up-and-coming surfers as they 
train and live together as they battle it out at WSL’s state-of-
the-art Surf Ranch in Lemoore, Calif. Slater will serve as 
on-air talent and special correspondent for the show, which 
is slated to begin production in 2020.

GAS PRICES DRIVE OCT. INFLATION INCREASE
  Gasoline costs pushed up prices for U.S. consumer goods 
in October, while new tariffs on imports appeared to have little 
effect on what Americans paid for clothing and household 
furnishings, The Wall Street Journal reports.
  The consumer price index — which measures the costs 
of everyday goods and services from food to dental care — 
rose a seasonally adjusted 0.4 percent in October from the 
previous month, the Labor Department said yesterday. Core 
prices, excluding often volatile food and energy categories, 
were up 0.2 percent.
  The U.S. placed duties on a range of Chinese imports in 
September — including clothing, tools, electronics and other 
consumer goods. But a 1.8 percent drop in apparel prices 
helped hold down overall core inflation in October.
  The CPI increased 1.8 percent in October from a year 
earlier, higher than the 1.7 percent year-over-year increase 
seen in the previous two months. Core prices were up 2.3 
percent over the year.
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Trevor Noah

Disney Plus launched 
and almost immediately 

crashed, which is too bad, 
but at least their error 

screen was really cute.
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DISNEY+ HAS 10M ‘SIGN-UPS’ AFTER LAUNCH
  The day after Tuesday’s launch of Disney+, Disney has 
announced that the SVOD has drawn “10 million sign-ups 
since launching,” MediaPost reports.
  Disney has not stated whether that number includes 
pre-sales, or how many of those sign-ups came from the 
company’s seven-day free-trial offer.
  It’s also unclear whether it includes sign-ups through 
Verizon’s offering a free year of the Disney+ service to new 
and existing Verizon Wireless unlimited customers, new 
Fios home internet customers and new 5G home internet 

customers.
  Disney has forecast that Disney+ will 
have 60 million to 90 million subscribers 
by the end of 2024.
  The Disney release also stated that 
“moving forward,” the company has no 
plans to release Disney+ subscriber data 
outside of The Walt Disney Company’s 
quarterly earnings calls.”
  Disney+ launched in Canada and the 
Netherlands, as well as the mainland 
U.S., on Tuesday, and will launch in 

Puerto Rico, Australia and New Zealand on Nov. 19. It will 
roll out to Western European markets on March 31, 2020.

HOWARD STIRK, AT&T STRIKE RETRANS DEAL
  Station owner Howard Stirk Holdings has settled its 
retrans dispute with AT&T and replaced its negotiating 
agent, Broadcasting & Cable reports.
  The stations at issue, WEYI Flint-Saginaw, Mich., and 
WWMB Myrtle Beach-Florence, S.C., had been off DirecTV 
since June.
  That resolution is according to Armstrong Williams, sole 
owner of the broadcast group.
  Howard Stirk Holdings was one of nine station groups the 
FCC said last week had not negotiated retrans with AT&T 
in good faith, primarily because the FCC said the retrans 
rep negotiating for all the groups, Duane Lammers of Max 
Retrans, had unreasonably delayed negotiations and was 
not engaging in station-specific negotiations.
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Mark Twain

When angry, count to four; 
when very angry, swear.

TUESDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY

HAS TELEVISION AD SPENDING PEAKED? MAYBE
  There’s a sobering new forecast from eMarketer about the 
future of U.S. television advertising spending: It may have 
reached its apex already. The research firm notes that linear 
audiences have long been shrinking — and that trend may 
now be working its way into the realm of TV advertising 
dollars.
  According to eMarketer, U.S. TV ad spending is projected 
to fall almost 3 percent this year to $70.3 billion. The forecast 
says it may never return to its 2018 high of $72.4 billion.
  In the short term, the outlook says, there will be a 1 percent 
bump next year in U.S. television ad 
spend — which includes broadcast and 
cable TV linear spend, though not digital. 
That’s thanks to the presidential election 
campaign and the Summer Olympics. 
But the spending is expected to fall 1 
percent each subsequent year to $68.9 
million by 2023.
  In 2019, eMarketer estimates, U.S. 
television’s share of total U.S. ad spending 
will sink below 30 percent for the first time. 
By 2022, that number is expected to sink 
to below 25 percent.
  “TV ad growth can be heavily impacted by world events, 
so it’s possible that spending could return TV to $72 billion 
again,” eMarketer forecasting director Monica Peart said in 
a statement. “But it is unlikely that it will exceed that going 
forward, as ratings and viewership declines accelerate.”
  Accelerating cord cutting is fueling the decline, with the 
proliferation of streaming services like Netflix, Hulu and 
Disney+, which rolled out Tuesday, also playing a key factor. 
Over the summer eMarketer projected that U.S. cord-cutter 
households will jump 19 percent in 2019 to 21.9 million — 
reducing the number of pay-TV households to 86.5 million. 
By 2023, that number is expected to shrink to 72.7 million.

GEN Z EYES THE MALL FOR HOLIDAY SHOPPING
(Continued from Page 1)
percent, and entertainment items at 44 percent. They’re also 
the most likely to buy from mass merchants and online pure-
plays. This generation is in their big earning years, and have 
more people to shop for, Wissink said.
  “They’re shopping for three different generations —  
themselves, their children and their parents,” she added.
  Generation X shoppers also tend to have wide social 
networks they want to buy gifts for, including friends and 
colleagues, Cohen said.
  The early shoppers will be Baby Boomers, ages 55 to 73. 
The majority of the generation (57%) plan to begin holiday 
shopping before Thanksgiving. They’re more likely than any 
other generation to shop at department stores and national 
chains, as well as purchase wine or liquor as gifts.
  Meanwhile, the Silent Generation, ages 74 to 91, will be 
the latest shoppers, and only half of them plan to shop online.
  Older shoppers tend have a listing process, which may 
be why their shopping comes later. “There’s still a planful 
orientation around the older generations, whereas younger 
generation tend to be more impulsive,” Wissink said.
  During popular shopping times like Black Friday, the younger 
generations also have the energy to withstand the crowds, 
Cohen said. “They love to be a part of the action,” he said.


